Since anti-government protests thrust Hong Kong into the center of global geopolitics, Reuters has delivered unparalleled multimedia coverage of the street demonstrations, behind-the-scenes political permutations and global ramifications.

From mid-2019, when millions took to the streets to object to the since-abandoned extradition bill, through to the financial hub’s ongoing grappling with a sweeping national security law and international sanctions against its leaders, Reuters has been there every step of the way with exclusive stories, pictures, video and graphics providing unrivalled coverage.
EXCLUSIVE NEWS

• HK survey shows **increasing majority back pro-democracy goals**, smaller support for protest movement

• **Global banks scrutinize** their Hong Kong clients for pro-democracy ties

• Chinese banks prepare **contingency plans** over threat of U.S. sanctions

• Hong Kong activists discuss ‘**parliament-in-exile**’ after China crackdown

• **China’s internal security force** on frontlines of Hong Kong protests

• China prods state firms to **boost investment** in crisis-hit Hong Kong

• In face of criticism, **Hong Kong tycoon Li Ka-shing** says he’s getting used to ‘punches’

• ‘**If I have a choice, the first thing is to quit**’ – Hong Kong leader Carrie Lam

• Messaging app **Telegram moves to protect** identity of Hong Kong protesters

• Amid crisis, **China rejected Hong Kong plan** to appease protesters

• Hong Kong tycoons **start moving assets offshore** as fears rise over new extradition law

• Hong Kong **judges see risks** in proposed extradition changes

UNPARALLELED INSIGHT

• Flight of Hong Kong protesters **piles pressure** on Taiwan

• Hong Kong financial firms **step up compliance hiring** amid U.S. sanctions, security law

• Hong Kong’s free media **fears being silenced** by China’s national security law

• Coronavirus **widens Hong Kong anger** at government, China

• Arrested Hong Kong protesters **stuck in limbo** as cases grind forward

• **Hong Kong hospitals** find themselves on protest frontlines

• ‘**Fire magicians’ and medieval weaponry**: a Hong Kong university under siege

• As protests rack Hong Kong, **China watchdog** has Cathay staff ‘walking on eggshells’

• Governing Hong Kong: **the poisoned chalice of politics**

• Hong Kong workers **flock to labor unions** as new protest tactic

• Hong Kong border town slumps as **mainland traders vanish**

DIGGING DEEPER:

SPECIAL REPORTS

- Hong Kong’s **top cop overshadows** embattled leader Lam as China cracks down
- How murder, kidnappings and miscalculation **set off Hong Kong’s revolt**
- In a working-class Hong Kong neighborhood, the protests **hit home**
- China quietly **doubles troop levels** in Hong Kong, envoys say
EYE ON THE STORY

• Reuters has delivered comprehensive video coverage from all angles. Highlights include:
  — Editing history: HK publishers self-censor
    — Timeline: A year of Hong Kong protests
    — ‘Lady Liberty’ erected above Hong Kong
  — Hong Kong artist offers free protest-themed tattoos
    — ‘A concept can’t be killed’: Hong Kong’s frontline
  — Hundreds arrested in Hong Kong protests

• Reuters has produced insightful and engaging graphics, shedding light as the story has evolved. Highlights include:
  — Wiki wars: Hong Kong’s online frontline
  — Weapons of mass control, tactics of mass resistance
    — Coordinating chaos: The tactics protesters use to fortify the frontlines
  — Signs of discontent: Sounds and slogans from the July 1 march

• Reuters award-winning photojournalism team has reported the story through vivid and moving pictures. See their Pulitzer Prize-winning work here.

TRUSTED VIEWS

Reuters Breakingviews offers unmatched, agenda-setting commentary. Here are some highlights:

• Hong Kong finance faces London’s Brexit-like fate
• China’s firewall casts shadow over Hong Kong
• Hong Kong financiers face Man Group’s terror
• Crack in Hong Kong dollar peg is invisible
• Hong Kong wreck looms if U.S. hawks join Beijing’s
• China can live with a less special Hong Kong
• Beijing’s Hong Kong hard line threatens everyone
• Hong Kong leader boxes herself into a corner

HOW TO ACCESS

• Source the multimedia news content you need with Reuters Connect.
• Access the latest stories online at reuters.com and the Reuters App.
• Get agenda-setting commentary from Reuters Breakingviews.
• Access market-leading events, reports and expert-driven content from Reuters Events.
• Follow Reuters on Twitter and Facebook.